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1.  The Oxford Dictionary of English, the 
latest ---- of which contains 355,000 words, 
phrases, and definitions, is at present the 
largest single-volume English-language 
dictionary published by Oxford.

A)   commitment B)   confrontation
C)   edition  D)   acquaintance
 E)   impact

2.  Moby-Dick, an 1851 novel by Herman 
Melville, is a highly symbolic work where 
main ---- include obsession, religion and 
idealism.

A)   circulations B)   possessions
C)   releases  D)   fees
 E)   themes

3.   A common ---- of ocean journeys is 
becoming becalmed due to lack of wind or 
being blown off course by severe storms.

A)   hazard  B)   assurance
C)   immunity  D)   shelter
 E)   caution

4.  Even though all gorillas found in zoos 
around the world are western gorillas, little 
is known about their ---- in the wild.

A)   consequence B)   outcome
C)   behaviour D)   rate
 E)   coincidence

5. Some anthropologists in the 21st century 
question whether Aborigines have always 
lived in the ---- where they have been found 
in modern times.

A)   authorities B)   manuscripts
C)   exhibitions  D)   alterations
 E)   locations

6. There is a growing fear among some people 
that gambling can be a social ---- which 
breaks up families and destroy lives.

A)   sacrifice  B)   disorder
C)   dignity  D)   flow
 E)   avoidance

7. This author is widely criticized by the 
readers for his ---- of capital punishment.

A)   reputation B)   arrogance
C)   location  D)   consumption
 E)   advocacy

8.  The number of tourists visiting Turkey is 
at its ---- in July and August and begins to 
decline in September.

A)   reduction  B)   reflection
C)   impact  D)   scale
 E)   peak

9.  Weathering breaks down rocks and soils 
into smaller fragments and then into their 
constituent substances making weather 
one of the fundamental ---- that shape the 
Earth.

A)   inspections B)   precautions
C)   assessments  D)   processes
 E)   tendencies

10.  Most traditions have a recognizable 
---, a specific set of cooking traditions, 
preferences, and practices, the study of 
which is known as gastronomy.

A)   accumulation B)   coherence
C)   anticipation  D)   cuisine
 E)   suppression
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1. Colour has ---- psychological effects that 
can differ from one culture to the next; for 
example, black is associated with mourning 
in the West, but elsewhere white may be.

A)   observable B)   legitimate
C)   harsh  D)   healing
 E)   nomadic

2. A pseudonym, a(n) ---- or fictitious name, is 
used by an individual as an alternative to a 
person’s legal name.

A)   artificial  B)   sociable
C)   basic  D)   eager
 E)   thoughtful

3.  An ---- leaflet was given to all users of the 
machine since there was some confusion 
about its functions.

A)   explanatory B)   indecent   
C)   affirmative  D)   equivalent
 E)   internal

4.  Students who have breakfast have faster 
responses and are more ---- in lectures.

A)   attentive  B)   tranquil
C)   fragile  D)   tedious
 E)   manual

5.  Officials warn that existing levels of funding 
are not ---- to deal with the problem of 
unemployment in the city now.

A)   improper  B)   adequate
C)   grateful  D)   thoughtful
 E)   hesitant

6.  Thanks to many advances in medicine, 
cancer is not regarded as a(n) ---- disease 
today when treated on time.

A)   sensible  B)   unbiased
C)   incurable  D)   thorough
 E)   random

7.  According to recent studies, music is more 
closely connected with the daily life of 
---- people than with that of those in more 
highly evolved cultures.

 A)   invisible  B)   ordinary
 C)   artificial  D)   intentional
 E)   annual

8.  The Adventures of Pinocchio, which is the 
story of a puppet who comes to life as a 
disobedient but loveable boy has always 
been a ---- fantasy for young readers.

A)   unique  B)   mutual
C)   trivial  D)   eligible
 E)   abolished

9. Militia, which is now applied to a military 
force composed of citizens ---- for service, 
is a Latin word meaning “military service.”

A)   obsolete  B)   previous
C)   spiritual  D)   irrelevant
 E)   available

10.  That the weather is getting warmer, the 
season turning into spring, poses a danger 
on roads as it causes ---- fog in the early 
hours of the morning.

A)   sharp  B)   coherent
C)   precise  D)   distant
  E)   dense
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1. An independent school in the United 
Kingdom is a school relying upon private 
sources for all of its funding, ---- in the form 
of school fees.

A)   readily  B)   elaborately
C)   severely  D)   predominantly
 E)   effortlessly

2. Food shortage in the famine stricken 
countries is actually not as bad as it was ---- 
thought; however, it is true that a number of 
areas need immediate relief.

A)   previously B)   randomly
C)   carelessly D)   physically
 E)   properly

3.  Liz had been so ---- affected by her parents 
divorce that she failed some of her final 
tests.

A)   consequently B)   deeply
C)   brilliantly  D)   productively
 E)   harmlessly

4.  The ---- competitive school system has 
been known to drive young school children 
to commit suicide.

A)   nicely  B)   diligently
C)   fiercely  D)   identically
 E)   confidently

5.  Since the recorded time of history, the 
ability of using mind has been ---- thought 
to be possessed by man, the most 
developed species on earth.

A)   longingly  B)   intimately
C)   wearily  D)   invariably
  E)   trivially

6.  The scheme carried out for making 
some renovations in the company was 
---- a failure, which caused some of the 
administrators to give in their resignations.

A)   utterly  B)   smoothly
C)   customarily D)   occasionally
  E)   meticulously

7.  When the girl introduced herself to me 
in a friendly manner, I told her that I ---- 
remembered having met her before.

A)   vaguely  B)   habitually
C)   delicately D)   fluently
 E)   efficiently

8.  The most successful auxiliary language 
to date, Esperanto has a relatively large 
community ---- estimated at about 2 million 
speakers worldwide.

A)   illogically  B)   boastfully
C)   dramatically D)   faintly
 E)   roughly

9. Jules Gabriel Verne, who, along with H. G. 
Wells, is often referred to as the “Father 
of Science Fiction” is ---- placed among 
the top five most translated authors in the 
world.

A)   diligently  B)   regularly
C)   reluctantly D)   hardly
 E)   desperately

10. The items, often ---- referred to as 
questions, are the basic components of a 
test.

A)   fully  B)   respectively
C)   colloquially D)   powerfully
 E)   irrecoverably
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1. Many languages have a system of 
grammatical gender, a type of noun class 
system in which nouns may be ---- as 
masculine or feminine and may also have a 
neuter grammatical gender.

A)   revealed  B)   mastered
C)   classified  D)   harvested
 E)   rebelled

2. The first inhabitants of Fiji arrived long 
before contact with European explorers in 
the seventeenth century; indeed, pottery    
---- from Fijian towns shows that Fiji was 
settled before or around 1000 BC.

A)   excavated B)   confided
C)   enhanced D)   profited
 E)   simplified

3.  The relationship of technology with society 
is generally characterized as co-influential 
since technology and society ---- heavily 
one upon the other.

A)   occupy  B)   depend
C)   adapt  D)   imitate
   E)   hesitate

4.  The Inca Empire, which ---- from the 
highlands of Peru in the 13th century, was 
the largest empire in Pre-Columbian world.

A)   arose  B)   articulated
C)   consented D)   diminished
 E)   established

5. It is true that TV series ---- most of the 
decade’s important social trends.

A)   fix  B)   vanish
C)   reflect  D)   donate
 E)   remain

6. Plagiarism involves copying someone 
else’s words and ideas and ---- that they are 
your own.

A)   encountering B)   misleading
C)   abusing  D)   pretending
 E)   obeying

7.  In order to ---- your ambition, you should 
get down to studying without delay; or else, 
you will have to deal with something you 
don’t like at all.

A)   insure  B)   realize
C)   allocate  D)   divert
 E)   abstain

8.  My friend now regrets ---- to look after her 
teeth when she was young; now, she has to 
wear a set of false teeth.

A)   betraying  B)   removing
C)   thriving  D)   persisting
 E)   neglecting

9. The broadcast of the Golden Globe Awards 
generally ---- as the third most-watched 
awards show each year, behind only the 
Oscars and Grammies.

A)   enables  B)   diverts
C)   obeys  D)   ranks
 E)   devises

10.  Suleiman the Magnificent was the tenth 
and longest-reigning Sultan of the Ottoman 
Empire, ---- from 1520 to 1566.

A)   ruling  B)   participating
C)   offending  D)   dwelling
 E)   beating
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1.  She ---- her car and made a drive without 
saying where she was going.

A)   got into  B)   took up
C)   show off  D)   came away
 E)   put forward

2.  The secret agent ---- the orders exactly as 
he was told.

A)   ran into  B)   took off
C)   carried out D)   set out
 E)   told apart

3.  We ---- discount flights to London for a long 
time before we finally bought our tickets.

A)   told off  B)   watched out
C)   got at  D)   put on
 E)   looked into

4.  If Sally hadn’t been ill and hadn’t missed 
several days of school, she wouldn’t have 
---- with her homework.

A)   gone over B)   kept on
C)   paid off  D)   fallen behind
 E)   looked for

5.  Sam’s parents are going to be so mad when 
they ---- she has got a tattoo.

A)   find out  B)   come into
C)   cheer up  D)   drop off
 E)   get to

6.  The following year, the rival company ---- a 
low-priced car to compete with Ford.

A)   brought out  B)   handed in
C)   came down  D)   gave away
 E)   made for

7.  Sports drink has ---- as consumers have 
become more health-conscious.

A)   pulled down B)   fallen apart
C)   caught on D)   thrown up
 E)   sent for

8.  After repeated phone calls to the 
headquarters, the misunderstanding was   
finally ----.

A)   shown off B)   made for
C)   taken in  D)   drawn up
 E)   sorted out

9.  At the end of the exam, I only had a few 
minutes to ---- what I had written.

A)   look over  B)   fall to
C)   drop out  D)   come along
 E)   get by

10.  All the high street shops in this city have 
been ---- by the large chain stores.

A)   taken over  B)   gone after
C)   looked up  D)   pointed out
 E)   put off
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1.  A plague of locusts has completely 
destroyed all the ---- over thousands of 
miles of land.

A)   scenery  B)   medicine
C)   refreshments D)   vegetation
 E)   occupations

2. We looked through the travel brochures at 
the tourist agency, trying to choose a(n)   
---- for our summer holidays.

A)   occasion  B)   shipwreck
C)   destination D)   harbour
 E)   community

3. The ---- paintings of Constable are quite 
beautiful depictions of the English 
countryside.

A)   landscape B)   coincidence
C)   percentage D)   severity
 E)   incidence

4. She was really ambitious to improve her ---- 
by taking night courses for over two years. 

A)   pedestrians B)   qualifications
C)   sensations D)   individuals
 E)   quantities

5. Some people were so poor that they could 
not buy food or other ---- to maintain their 
lives healthily.

A)   pessimism B)   severity
C)   obsession D)   necessity
 E)   fairness

6. In 2014, a referendum took place in 
Scotland and a(n) ---- voted to stay in 
the United Kingdom, though the cities 
of Glasgow and Dundee supported 
independence.

A)   celebrity  B)   peasant
C)   majority  D)   selection
 E)   citizen

7. With the help of a new study, scientists 
were able to connect specific symptoms of 
schizophrenia to particular structural ---- of 
the brain.

A)   illusions  B)   fertilizers
C)   impressions D)   observatories
 E)   characteristics

8. The birth certificate is not proof of a 
person’s ----, but only a record stating that 
a birth occurred at the time, date, and place 
stated on the certificate.

A)   finance  B)   identity
C)   occupation D)   selection
 E)   deduction

9. My main ---- is that some people will have 
to pay more than others and that will not be 
fair at all. 

A)   measure  B)   section
C)   edition  D)   session
 E)   objection

 

10. Adolf Hitler was the leader of the Nazi 
Germany until its ---- in 1945, when he killed 
himself, and the Nazi Party was destroyed 
in the same year.

A)   whistle  B)   collapse
C)   balance  D)   secrecy
 E)   choice
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